
Promissory Estoppel 
– Battle has begun

‘Law without justice is a wound without a cure.’                                                    
By William Scott Downey



The Industries (Development & Regulation) Act, 1951 (‘IDR Act’) empowers Central Government to frame 
industrial incentive policies for promotion of trade, employment, sustainable economic development etc. 
Similar powers are entrusted to State Government through respective State Acts. Under these policies, the 
Government promises fiscal benefits to industries subject to meeting of prescribed conditions.

The history is fully of situations where the Government did not honor such promises. The Government 
altered the promised benefits either fully or partly under the garb of supervening public interest. When such 
cases reached judiciary, the Courts delved upon the application of Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel. The 
biggest challenge with this Doctrine has been that it never found reference in statute books and has always 
operated as a principle of equity and justice.

Recent Supreme Court judgment in the case of VVF Ltd.
In this case1, the Supreme Court held that an industrial policy and its subsequent amendments when made 
in supervening public interest, cannot be subject to Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel. The Court overruled 
the favorable judgements of the High Courts of Gujarat, Sikkim and Guwahati on this issue.

The case is related to area-based excise duty 
exemption having tenure of 10 years whose 
benefit was reduced by the Central Government 
midway. The Court attributed the reduction of 
benefit to many dishonest taxpayers indulging 
in tax evasion tactics in such areas. This ill 
practice was the reason of amendment in policy in 
supervening public interest and was in revenue’s 
interest to achieve the original object of the policy. 
The Court went overboard to hold this amendment 
to be retrospective. 

This is not the only judgment taking an adversarial 
view on Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel in recent 
times. In the case of Unicorn Industries v. UOI, 
2019-VIL-33-SC-CE, the Apex Court held that 
the withdrawal of benefit for products hazardous 
to health (like tobacco, pan masala) is in larger 
public interest and thus do not merit invocation of 
Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel. 

These decisions have opened hornet’s nest and 
put taxpayers on back foot for similar disputes that have erupted on dawn of GST regime. Prior to GST, 
taxpayers were getting outright exemption from paying taxes or getting full refund of taxes (if paid). Authors 
will now discuss fate of such incentives post introduction of GST.

Restriction in Section 174 of GST Acts
Section 174 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (‘CGST Act’) is the salutary provision that 
keeps the rights accrued and liabilities incurred under the erstwhile Indirect Tax statutes intact despite their 
repeal post introduction of GST. Proviso to Section 174(2) contains following exception:

           ‘Provided that any tax exemption granted as an incentive against investment through a notification 
           shall not continue as privilege if the said notification is rescinded on or after the appointed day.’

In Authors’ view, Section 174 does not curtail rights of taxpayers accrued under pre-GST laws. It rather 
bars grant of fresh benefit to taxpayers or continuation of such benefits to new taxpayers post introduction 
of GST.

1VVF Ltd & Others v. UOI & Others, 2020-VIL-14-SC-CE



Another important aspect is restricted applicability of this provision to investment linked incentive. Hence, 
this proviso is only applicable to incentives contingent upon undertaking investments.

Budgetary Support Scheme (‘Scheme’)
In line with the decision of the GST Council in its 2nd meeting, the Department of Industrial Policy and 
Promotion framed Scheme to grant benefit to eligible units (units availing area-based excise duty 
exemption) for residual period. The benefit granted under the Scheme was lower than the benefit available 
prior to introduction of GST. In less than 3 years from inception of GST, umpteen number of cases have 
already knocked the door of Courts seeking invocation of Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel.

In the case of K. M. Refineries and Infraspace Private Limited v. The State of Maharashtra, 2019-VIL-
377-BOM, the Bombay High Court upheld the applicability of Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel for VAT 
incentive. While holding this, the Court rightly considered act of petitioner of making additional investment 
upon the Government’s promise.

In the case of Hero Motocorp Limited v. UOI, 2019-VIL-109-DEL, the Delhi High Court was seized with 
curtailment of benefit under the Scheme vis-à-vis area-based excise duty exemption. The Court rejected 
the petitioner’s plea and justified the Government’s act within the contours of Section 174. The Court 
also held that the petitioner ought to have challenged the recession of erstwhile exemption notification to 
support its plea.

In the case of Multiplex Cinevision Pvt. Ltd. v. 
State of Uttarakhand and Others, 2019-TIOL-
2278-HC-Uttarakhand-GST, the Uttarakhand High 
Court dealt with the fate of erstwhile exemption 
from Entertainment Tax post introduction of 
GST. The Court without dwelling upon Doctrine 
of Promissory Estoppel, asked the petitioner to 
apprise the Government of compensatory schemes 
brought in by the States of Uttar Pradesh and 
Rajasthan in identical circumstances. In the context 
of Entertainment Tax and Luxury Tax, the taxpayers 
have invoked Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel 
before the Bombay High Court. The petitions2 have 
been admitted and are pending final decision.

Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel – 
Authors’ Comments
The Authors’ will now touch upon the key facets 
of this principle. There is no dearth of meaning of 
Promissory Estoppel in dictionaries and judicial

precedents, yet it is bereft of any statutory definition. 

Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel is based on the principle of honesty, good faith and fairness. The 
Government cannot resile from its own promises.

In India, this Principle is a rule of evidence under Section 115 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872. In the 
famous case of Central London Property Trust Ltd. v. High Tree House Ltd. (1947)1 KB 130, Lord 
Denning propounded the principle of Promissory Estoppel as ‘If a man gives a promise or assurance which 
he intends to be binding on him and to be acted on by the person to whom it is given, then, once acted 
upon, he is bound by it’.

2Adlabs Entertainment Limited v. UOI, 2018-VIL-578-BOM
  Bramha Corp. Ltd. v. The State of Maharashtra, 2019-VIL-352-BOM
  Bramha Corp. Ltd v. The State of Maharashtra, 2019-VIL-370-BOM



The landmark judgment of Supreme Court in the case of Motilal Padampat Sugar Mills Co. Ltd. v. State 
of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1979 SC 621, led to evolution of this Doctrine in true sense. The Court held that 
‘where one party by his words or conduct make to the other a clear and unequivocal promise which is in-
tended to create legal relationship to arise in future, knowing or intending that it would be acted upon by the 
other party to whom promise is made and it is in fact, so acted upon by the other party, the promise would 
be binding and subsequently the party making a promise would not be allowed to go back upon it.’ In this 
case, the Supreme Court carved out exceptions to Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel as situations where the 
Government amends policy within its statutory powers and in supervening public interest.

In another important case of Bihar Public Service Commission Vs Saiyed Hussain Abbas Rizvi and 
Anr, (2012) 13 SCC 61, the Apex Court held that ‘public interest’ is elastic and takes its colour from the 
statute where it occurs. It refers to general welfare of public warranting protection.

In Authors’ view, the burden of proving public interest always lies on the Government. In the case of VVF 
Ltd. (supra), the Apex Court held that incentives are privileges conferred by the Government and can be 
withdrawn in public interest. Authors strongly opine that misuse of benefit by some dishonest taxpayers, 
is always amenable to departmental and judicial scrutiny and cannot be a ground to curtail benefit already 
promised to genuine taxpayers. The Court erred in not applying Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel to case at 
hand. It was also Court’s judicial overreach in holding amendment to be retrospective particularly when the 
statute made it prospective. 

For curtailment of benefits under GST regime vis-à-vis erstwhile regime, in Authors’ view, the Doctrine of 
Promissory Estoppel is squarely applicable. The decision of VVF Ltd. (supra) can be distinguished as this 
judgment had public interest as a basic foundation.

To sum up, it is apposite time when the Supreme Court lay down conclusive tests and parameters for the 
applicability of Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel for rendition of justice. 

The views are strictly Authors’ personal and do not in any manner represent any advice.
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